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IAEA Role and Responsibility in response
1.
2.
3.
4.

Notification and official information exchange
Provision of assistance on request
Provision of public information
Assessment of potential emergency
consequences and prognosis of possible
emergency progression
5. Coordination of inter-agency response
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IAEA Role and Responsibility in Response

• Assessment of potential emergency
consequences and prognosis of
possible emergency progression
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IAEA Role and Responsibility in Response

• GC(57)/RES/9 para 103 stated that:
• “Requests the Secretariat, in close cooperation with
Member States, to continue to develop an effective
public communication strategy and to maintain and
further develop arrangements to provide Member
States, international organizations and the general
public with timely, clear, factually correct, objective
and easily understandable information during a
nuclear or radiological emergency, including the
analysis of available information and the prognosis of
potential consequences;”
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IAEA Role and Responsibility in Response
• GC(58)/RES/10 para 103 and 104 state that:
• “103. Requests the Secretariat to work with Member States to
develop arrangements for assessments, prognosis and
communication, making effective use of Member State
capabilities that could be used during an emergency, and
encourages Member States to inform, and periodically update,
the Secretariat and other Member States of their capabilities;”

• “104. Encourages the Secretariat and Member States
operating nuclear power plants to work together with a view to
developing arrangements for the timely sharing of relevant
technical parameters during an emergency to support the
assessment and prognosis processes conducted by the
Secretariat and other Member States;”
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Assessment & Prognosis in Emergency
Principal Objective

• To determine where and what
protective and/or other response
actions need to be taken and to provide
advice, as required
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Specific Tasks (1)
1. Develop a ‘reasonably’ bounding estimate of potential
accident progression and associated exposure pathways
•

Based on information available, evidence, scientific knowledge

2. Evaluate relevant information to determine if public is safe
and will continue to be safe, and if not identification of
additional actions that should be considered
3. Evaluate relevant information to determine if workers and
emergency workers are safe and will continue to be safe
and, if not, to determine additional actions that should be
considered
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Specific Tasks (2)
4. Identify actions that should be considered to address
issues associated with international trade and interests
5. Assess protective and other response actions being
implemented, recommended or discussed
•

Determine if they are doing more good than harm and, if not,
identify actions that should be considered by MS, international
organizations and Secretariat to address that situation

6. Actively alert Member States in which response actions
may need to be considered
7. On-going assessment and prognosis based on event
progression
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Assessment and prognosis process - Summary
Initiating process

Nuclear or radiological
emergency occurs in a
State

Initial assessment and prognosis
IEC assesses and verifies
initial information. IEC
requests additional
information needed for AP

CA sends notification /
advisory message to
IAEA IEC

Feedback process for
continual reassessment as
the situation evolves and new
information is learned

IEC performs AP using in-house
expertise, capabilities and
arrangements (through IES)

Compilation of results and formation of harmonized message
IEC discusses the AP with
Accident State CA (and
external support partners if
they were involved)

Yes

IEC combines results into
a credible AP

Mechanism for resolving issues
with the harmonized message
Is agreement
reached to form a
harmonized
message?

No

The matter is referred to
the IAEA IES Steering
Group for further steps

No

IEC determines if
external support is
required

Yes
IEC requests external support
based on bilateral agreements
with MS (preferably using
RANET mechanism)

Yes
Is the new AP
substantially different
from the previous
AP?

No

IEC informs MS through proper
channels and the public/media
through MTPI

Delivery mechanism of AP for
MS, the media and the public

IEC is provided with external AP
support
External support mechanism and process

As the situation develops and
new information is received
the IEC updates the AP
following the same process
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Example of clear public messages
…the Mexican authorities
and the IAEA believe the
general public is safe and
will remain safe

…[IAEA] believes the
actions taken in response
to the discovery of the
source are appropriate and
follow Agency guidance for
this type of event
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Example of clear public messages
Based on these reports and
the information that has been
made available, the IAEA
considers the public is safe
and sees no reason why this
should not continue to be the
case in the future.
…[IAEA] considers that the
food supply chain is safely
under control. The food
supply in Japan remains
safe.
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Member State Support
• Incorporating the capabilities of Member States is
an important part in maintaining a comprehensive
response capability for all potential scenarios
• This includes the ‘Accident State’

• TSO’s represent much of the advanced capabilities
of Member States which could participate in this
process

• How do we achieve these objectives together?
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Response and Assistance Network (RANET)

• RANET was established in 2000

• Operational tool to implement the Assistance
Convention
• Provision of international assistance upon
request

• RANET is network of State Parties

• Capable and willing to provide assistance
upon request
• Appropriately trained, equipped and qualified
personnel
• Respond quickly and effectively to
emergencies
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EPR-RANET 2013
• Effective
1 Sept 2013

• 8 Functional Areas
• Defines 41 NAC
• Covers wide range of
response and assistance
capabilities
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RANET Functional Areas
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Source Search and Recovery (SSR)
Radiation Survey (RS)
Environmental Sampling and Analysis (ESA)
Radiological Assessment and Advice (RAA)
Decontamination (DE)
Medical Support (MS)
Dose Assessment (DA)
Nuclear Installation Assessment and Advice
(NAA) - New in Sept 2013
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RANET Capabilities
Radiological Assessment and Advice

•
•
•
•
•
•

Atmospheric dispersion
Hydrospheric dispersion
Radioecological models
Dose predictions
Public health protection
Remediation and recovery
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RANET Capabilities
Nuclear Installation Assessment and Advice

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nuclear Power Reactor Design Advice
Nuclear Power Reactor Operations Advice
Nuclear Power Reactor Accident Analysis
Research Reactor Assessment and Advice
Fuel Fabrication Facility Assessment and Advice
Spent Fuel Storage Assessment and Advice
Spent Fuel Reprocessing Assessment and Advice
Operation of specialized technology
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State Parties Registered in RANET
As of
August 2014:
26 State Parties
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How to register
• Registration must be done through Competent
Authority under the Emergency Conventions
• Form is available in RANET 2013
• Once registered, IAEA will contact you and
develop a specific procedure concerning how to
utilize your capabilities for supporting the
assessment and prognosis process
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Next Steps
• Encourage RANET State Parties to register
additional capabilities
• Encourage State Parties to register in RANET
• Build depth and redundancy
• Regional distribution
• NAA capabilities for different reactor and fuel types
• Establish and exercise protocols for NAC to
perform assessment and prognosis with IAEA
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Conclusions
• Much work has been done to prepare, develop and
implement processes required for assessment and
prognosis process
• Continuous Member State involvement is critical
• TSOs represent an important part of the capabilities
of Member States which can support assessment
and prognosis process via RANET
• Continuous cooperation and collaboration in the
future is critical
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Future activities
• International Experts’ Meeting (IEM9) on Nuclear
Accident Assessment and Prognosis during a
Nuclear Power Reactor Incident or Emergency
• April 2015 in Vienna, Austria

• International Conference on Global Emergency
Preparedness and Response
• 5-9 October 2015 in Vienna, Austria

• Technical Meeting on Emergency Centre Assessment and
Prognosis Arrangements and Design
• TBD November/December 2015 in Vienna, Austria
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For questions or comments contact:
F.Baciu@iaea.org

Follow the IEC at:
Webpage: iec.iaea.org
Twitter: @IAEAIEC
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